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Project Overview

Markov chains are used to explore models of 3-stranded RNA-DNA complexes known as R-loops.

Two first-step models are explored: one for R-loop formation and the other for R-loop geometry.

R-loop formation: Ferrari and coworkers are developing a DNA-sequence-dependent method

for predicting the formation of R-loops. Their approach is based on a formal grammar model

and is informed by experimental data [1, 2]. Here, we use a simpler Markov chain model derived

from a formal grammar model [3] to explore whether this simpler random model can capture

any of the DNA-sequence-dependent features of R-loop formation.

R-loop geometry: Soteros and coworkers have developed lattice models to study the geometry

and topology of 2-stranded (polygons) polymers under tubular confinement [4, 5]. Here, the

simplest such 2-stranded model is used to model R-loop geometry. Markov chain theory and

simulations are used to explore the effect of strand flexibility on R-loop geometry.

What is an R-loop?
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Figure 1. Schematics of an R-loop based on Fig. 4 in [3].

During cellular processes, modifications of the geometry and topology of DNA and RNA can yield

multi-stranded structures such as R-loops. An R-loop is a 3-stranded structure composed of an

RNA-DNA complex and another single strand of DNA. Experimental studies indicate that R-loops

can play either destructive or regulatory roles in cellular processes [6, 7, 8].

A Formal Grammar Model for R-loops

σ σ̂ σ σ α τ̂ τ τ σ̂ω

R-loop

Symbols correspond to about 4 or 5 nucleotides in the DNA sequence;

symbol set = {σ, σ̂, τ, τ̂ , α, ω}
DNA-DNA: σ̂ (stable), σ (unstable)

RNA-DNA & R-loop: α (start), τ̂ (stable), τ (unstable), ω (end)

Symbol stability depends on the CG-content of the corresponding DNA sequence [3]

Simplified Markov Chain Model of R-loop Formation

Figure 2. Left: Formal grammar from [3], with probabilities determined by using experimental data (ongoing work with

Ferrari and coworkers [1, 2]). Right: Markov chain model corresponding to the formal grammar on the left.

Methods: 

Markov chain theory analysis via SageMath in CoCalc (Jean Li)

Markov chain simulations via Python and Scala (Mingze Sun and Mykyta Shvets)

Results: 

Average Word length      

Exact: 36.3034188034188 letters Simulations:  36.296 +/- 0.606 letters (600 time-steps, 10000 reps)

Average R-loop length 

Exact: 10.6923076923077 letters Simulations: 10.568 +/- 0.461 letters (600 time-steps, 10000 reps)

Position-dependent probability of being in an R-loop

Figure 3. Left: Sample output words from M. Shvets’ Python Code 1 with R-loops colored in green. Middle: The

probability of the chain being in an R-loop state at time-step n, i.e. P (Xn ∈ {α, τ, τ̂ , ω}|X0 = σ̂S), n = 0, 1, 2, ...,
generated from J. Li’s SageMath Code 1. Right: Probability of being in an R-loop at time-step n, n = 0, 1, ..., 100 in a

word of fixed length 100, generated from M. Sun’s Python Code 1 with 106 replications.

A Lattice Model for R-loop Geometry/Topology

Figure 4. Example of an R-loop modeled as a polygon in the (2, 1)-tube. The red/green walk represents the RNA-DNA

complex, while the black walk represents the free DNA strand.

DNA and RNA can be thought as polymers.

In the standard lattice model, a polymer is represented by a set of vertices in Z3 joined by unit

edges.

(L, M)-tube: the vertex coordinates are such that x > 0, 0 < y ≤ L, 0 < z ≤ M .

Simplified Lattice Markov Chain Model of R-loop Geometry

Figure 5. Left: An example of a polygon representing an R-loop embedded in the (2, 0)-tube. The top (red/green) walk

represents the RNA-DNA complex and the bottom walk represents the free DNA strand. The letters underneath each

half-integer plane denote the column state for that position in the R-loop polygon. Right: The state transition diagram

used in the R-loop geometry Markov chain model.

Methods: 

Markov chain simulations via Python (Mingze Sun and Mykyta Shvets)

Transition probability matrix:

Ppr,pb
=

a b c a 1 − pb − pr pb pr

b pb 1 − pb 0
c pr 0 1 − pr

where pr (respectively, pb) is the probability of bending the top ‘red’ (respectively, bottom ‘black’) walk.

We assume that pr < pb since the top walk represents a less flexible RNA-DNA complex.

Results: 

Figure 6. Top: Sample output of M. Shvets’ Python Code 2 for span 100. The RNA-DNA complex is in red and the

free DNA strand is in blue. Bottom: Histograms of bend counts in R-loops for the RNA-DNA complex (red), free DNA

(blue), and total bends (grey). Bending parameters are pr = 0.1, pb = 0.5.

Conclusions

Exact and Monte Carlo analyses of the two Markov models for R-loops provide consistent results.

R-loop formation: a purely random model is not sufficient to capture features of the experimental data.

R-loop geometry: a simplified model can take into account differing flexibility for the R-loop components.

Future directions: visualize lattice tube configurations in the 3-dimensional space.
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